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Project Veritas published an undercover video featuring Gabriel Gipe, a high school
teacher in Sacramento who admitted being a member of Antifa and working to turn his
students into leftist revolutionaries. He told the reporter he has “180 days to turn
them [students] into revolutionaries.” When asked how he accomplishes this goal, he
said, “Scare the f**k out of them.” He motivates his students to join Antifa protests
and activities by giving extra credit to those who attend. Gipe teaches government
classes to advanced students at Inderkum High School in the Natomas Unified School
District. Project Veritas will live stream the Natomas School Board meeting on
Wednesday, September 1st, at this link:
https://natomasunified.org/board-of-trustees/videos/ -GEG

BUSTED: Pro-Antifa High School Teacher Gabriel Gipe Claims "Harassment" When Questioned by
Veritas Journalist Over Shocking Comments Recorded On Undercover Video About Indoctrinating
His Students With Communist Ideology pic.twitter.com/y0G2JxWMGG

— veritastips@protonmail.com�� (@EricSpracklen) August 31, 2021

Gabriel Gipe, AP Government Teacher, Inderkum High School: “I have 180 days to
turn them [students] into revolutionaries…Scare the f*ck out of them.”

Gipe: “I’m probably as far left as you can go.”

Gipe: “I post a calendar every week…I’ve had students show up for protests,
community events, tabling, food distribution, all sorts of things…When they go,
they take pictures, write up a reflection — that’s their extra credit.”

Gipe: “So, they [students] take an ideology quiz and I put [the results] on the
[classroom] wall. Every year, they get further and further left…I’m like, ‘These
ideologies are considered extreme, right? Extreme times breed extreme ideologies.’
Right? There is a reason why Generation Z, these kids, are becoming further and
further left.”
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Gipe: “I have an Antifa flag on my [classroom] wall and a student complained about
that — he said it made him feel uncomfortable. Well, this [Antifa flag] is meant
to make fascists feel uncomfortable, so if you feel uncomfortable, I don’t really
know what to tell you. Maybe you shouldn’t be aligning with the values that this
[Antifa flag] is antithetical to.”

Gipe: “Like, why aren’t people just taking up arms? Like why can’t we, you know —
take up arms against the state? We have historical examples of that happening, and
them getting crushed and being martyrs for a cause and it’s like — okay well, it’s
slow going because it takes a massive amount of organization.”

Gipe: “I think that for [left-wing] movements in the United States, we need to be
able to attack both [cultural and economic] fronts. Right? We need to create
parallel structures of power because we cannot rely on the state…Consistently
focusing on education and a change of cultural propaganda. We have to hit both
fronts. We have to convince people that this is what we actually need.”

Gipe: “There are three other teachers in my department that I did my credential
program with — and they’re rad. They’re great people. They’re definitely on the
same page.”

Gipe: “Sacramento, as a city itself, is incredibly diverse. But we’re surrounded
by a bunch of right-wing rednecks.”

[SACRAMENTO, Calif. – Aug. 31, 2021] Project Veritas released shocking new video today
of California AP Government teacher, Gabriel Gipe, boasting about politically
indoctrinating his students at Inderkum High School.

Read full article here…
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